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short synopsis

Following the quest of a man's awkward dream to be named after his favorite 
football club, the film director brings us close to a Bulgarian builder and his 
memorable mates, and creates a moving portrait of contemporary Bulgaria 
with its bewildered and confused people, so disappointed by the life in the 
country that they migrate to their own substitute reality.

The journey starts in Svishtov, a small town on the bank of the river Danube, 
tells the story of the protagonist's struggle with the authorities, leads us all 
the way to Old Trafford Stadium, where he meets his idol, the Manchester 
United top-striker Dimitar Berbatov, and ends up back home, raising 
questions about identity, about who we are and who we want to be.



full synopsis

A single 48-year-old man from a small town on the bank of the river Danube 
lives alone with his mother and his cat called Beckham. The only thing of 
meaning in his life is his love for a football club. He is one of the millions who 
become significant through the successes of their idols. But there's something 
special about him: his name.

In 1999 Manchester United are playing Bayern Munich in the Champions 
League final and are losing 1:0 in the 89th minute. On the verge of despair, 
this passionate Bulgarian fan declares that if his team somehow manage to 
win the match, he will change his name to Manchester United.

In the next two minutes the "red devils" do the impossible, scoring two goals 
to win the trophy, and that's how Marin Zdravkov Levidzhov starts his ten-
year odyssey through court, churches and authorities, hoping that one day he 
will wake up as Manchester United Zdravkov Levidzhov.

Following the quest of a man's awkward dream to be named after his 
favourite football club, the film director, Stefan Valdobrev, brings us close to a 
Bulgarian builder and his memorable mates, and creates a moving portrait of 
contemporary Bulgaria with its bewildered and confused people, so 
disappointed by the life in the country that they migrate to their own 
substitute reality.

The journey starts in Svishtov, tells the story of the protagonist's struggle with 
the legal system, leads us all the way to Old Trafford Stadium, where he meets 
his idol, the Manchester United striker Dimitar Berbatov, and ends up back 
home, raising questions about identity, about who we are and who we want 
to be.



director’s statement

The first time I heard about the man called Manchester United was on the 
news. I reacted like many others - with a smile: just another nutcase in my 
amazing country.

Later on, when I started searching for a good plot for my first documentary, 
this story was always emerging in my mind as one of the most interesting. I 
decided to make a journey to Svishtov - a small Bulgarian town on the bank of 
the river Danube, where this guy lived. What impressed me most when I first 
met him was the fact that he never talked about football. No results, no 
penalties, no transfers. His only theme was the civil society in Bulgaria, The 
Constitution of the country, The Declaration of Human Rights. The man had 
spent ten years of his life battling with the legal system for the right to be 
named after his favourite football club. Twelve court cases - from the Regional 
Court to the Supreme Court, and backwards. He even changed his religion - 
being a Catholic, he became an Orthodox, baptized with a new Christian 
name: Manchester United, hoping this would be the important circumstance 
that would convince the judges.

I remember asking myself: What's beneath the sensational layer? What's 
hidden behind the surface? Was it the fact that he tries to escape from 
confronting with his real identity? A single 46-year old construction builder, 
jobless most of the time, living alone with his mother and his cat Beckham. 
(And it was a she-cat.)

I took a walk in his hometown. Svishtov was one of those small cities in the 
faraway countryside with a boring, standstill life. Only the huge river was 
flowing slowly nearby. "What a Chekhov atmosphere", I thought. And exactly 
as in the "Three sisters" where they all keep on saying: "When we go to 
Moscow, everything will be fine!", but take away the dream for Moscow, 
there'll be nothing left, I found this parallel with Manchester United from 
Svishtov - take away the name and there's only emptiness, nothing to hold on 
to. Except a few good friends around - the real heart of the town, the "salt of 
the earth". So funny, so sad, so real, so memorable. All my conversations with 
them started with the "Manchester United" case and ended up with thoughts 
about dreams, about death, about loneliness, about lack of money and lack of 
job, about what was "back then in the Communist times" and what is "now", 
how they had dreamt of democracy and Western lifestyle, but they were not 
prepared for the changes. "All my mates are Steinbeck's people", one of the 
characters told me. "He might have been in Svishtov and wrote his books".

(continues on the next page)



director’s statement   (continued)

So, I decided to go back there with my small crew and start very tenderly 
observing them with the camera, as I saw a good opportunity to create a 
portrait of nowadays Bulgaria with its bewildered and confused people, so 
disappointed by the life in the country, that they escape to their own 
substitute reality.

Meanwhile, a great event burst out in the sports world: the Bulgarian top-
striker Dimitar Berbatov became the biggest transfer in the history of 
Manchester United Football Club. That fact gave my future film a different 
dimension. A possible meeting between the fan and his idol, the builder and 
the star, the dreamer in "The Theatre of Dreams" - that would be a touching 
culmination of the story. The idea actually came out of the protagonist's 
friends who put him up to write a letter to Berbatov's personal agent with a 
request for a meeting. After the agent's positive answer, this opportunity 
became more than real and the dream-come-true journey to Old Trafford 
Stadium was made.

Now, after two years of shooting and 90 hours of footage, our 57-minute-long 
film is accomplished. In the editing room it somehow took the shape and the 
structure of a fiction, but this fact didn't bother me at all. I just followed my 
instincts. Finally, it ended up as a creative documentary. Whatever it is, I know 
it's real. And I know I'll be grateful forever to each of my colleagues and 
friends who invested a big deal of trust, working in this low-budget 
independent production. Hope this film is just the beginning of our journey 
together.

Stefan Valdobrev
7 April 2011



stefan valdobrev (director)
short biography & filmography

Stefan Valdobrev was born in 1970 in Stara Zagora, Bulgaria. In 1993 he 
graduated the National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts in Sofia as an actor. 
In the following years he has played in 10 feature films and more than 40 
theatre performances. In 2006 he attended the film school FAMU in Prague, 
Czech Republic and since then has directed short films, TV programs, music 
videos. My Mate Manchester United is his first documentary film.

Filmography

2011 - My Mate Manchester United - documentary, 57min, HD
2007 - Hide - short fiction film, 14min, 16mm
2006 - Hana - short fiction film, 5 min, HD
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technical data

Genre: documentary
Running time: 57:03 minutes
Screen ratio: 16:9
Video format: HD, PAL (colour)
Frames/sec.: 25
Sound: Stereo
Original language: Bulgarian
Subtitles: English
Media: Beta DIGITAL, DVD, File Format
Country of origin: Bulgaria
Year of release: 2011
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